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Abstract Carbon conductive pastes deposited by screen
printing are used in many commercial applications
including sensors, PCB, batteries, and PV, and as such
represent an important value-added coating. An experimental investigation was carried out into the role of the
solvent on the drying characteristics, conductivity, and
process consistency in screen printed carbon pastes. Four
materials with solvent boiling points between 166 and
219°C were deposited at film thickness between 6 and
16 lm, and the sheet resistance and film thickness were
measured after successive passes through an industrial
dryer operating with an air temperature of 155°C. Sheet
resistances of 14 X/sq. were obtained with the thicker
films while thinner films produced a sheet resistance of 46
X/sq. Thinner films achieved a stable resistivity within a
2.5-min residence time, while the thicker films required a
residence time in excess of 12.5 min to achieve a
stable resistivity. As well as prolonging drying times, the
higher boiling point increased the resistivity of the cured
film. It is postulated that the lower resistance of the faster
drying materials is a result of film stressing increasing
inter particle contact. Process models indicate that
multiple thin layers are a more efficient means of
manufacture for the process parameters examined.
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Introduction
Carbon conductive coatings are of high added value
and have found widespread use in the electrochemical
sensors,1 PCB resistors,2 printed heating elements,3
electromagnetic shielding, batteries,4 and super-capacitors5 and are increasingly being considered as electrodes for DSSC6,7 and perovskite PV cells.8,9 They
therefore represent a useful material set with application in many growing industries. The dominant manufacturing method being used is screen printing where
paste materials are formulated such that they can be
deposited on a fixed film thickness using a relatively
simple patterning process.
Carbon/graphite materials are considered commercially mature, and little scientific research has been
carried out regarding their performance in recent
times; research focus being concentrated on more
research attractive materials such as CNTs, MWCNTs,
graphene, and their hybridization with conventional
graphite materials.10 Some development has been
carried out on the manipulation, through doping, of
materials, predominantly for bio sensing applications.11
Where formulation studies have been carried out,
these focused on the influence of the carbon/graphite
relative proportions,12 the carbon/graphite physical
and electrical characteristics,13,14 and the proportion
of conductive material required for charge percolation
through the cured film.15
A variety of binder systems are compatible with
carbon/graphite materials, such as epoxy resins, alkyd
resins, acrylic resins, polyurethane resins, or phenolic
resins, and the choice is generally governed by the
curing temperature, substrate which is being printed,
film flexibility, and the resin compatibility with the final
application. The choice of binder/binders is usually
proprietary information held by manufacturers. The
solvent dissolves the binder, controls the formulation
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viscosity, and controls the drying and curing process.
The drying/curing is a common bottleneck in many
manufacturing processes and this is also the case in
screen printing of conductive materials, and thus, the
use of a more volatile solvent potentially improves
process productivity. However, in continuous operation, a more volatile solvent may also result in reduced
process consistency due to viscosity variation16 and
solvent absorption into polymer materials used in the
process.17 During formulation, a compromise must
therefore be made with regard to solvent volatility. The
impact and mechanisms for the effect of solvent
volatility on nanomaterial dispersions18 and PEDOT:PSS19,20 dispersions are established, but in materials where large particles are present, there is a dearth
of information. The volatility of the solvent is reported
to have an effect on nanoparticle distribution,18 and
the subsequent polymer elastic modulus.21 A further
impact of the solvent volatility is that it plays a major
role in film stresses induced during drying,22,23 with
faster evaporation leading to greater stress in the
film.24,25 The impact of this residual stress on conductivity of carbon materials has not been reported.
The aim of the study was to understand the impact
of solvent on the performance of the conductive NCbased materials, to investigate the role of solvent on
the drying, film formation, and conduction in carbon
graphite pastes, and to establish the role of the solvent
on process consistency and stability. From this understanding, the material formulations and operating
conditions can be optimized such that the maximum
conductivity can be achieved with the minimum film
thickness, material usage, and shortest drying time
without sacrificing process stability.

Method and materials
Material preparation and characterization
All materials were manufactured using the same
carbon graphite/carbon black proportion, the same
nitrocellulose binder (Aldrich product ID 435066), and
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the same solvent proportion. This yielded four materials whose constituents were identical apart from the
solvent. The solvent/solvent blends were chosen on the
basis of their relative boiling point, as this primarily
dictates the drying. The final composition of the
materials was 31% carbon/graphite, 9% binder, and
60% solvent.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to
establish the relative evaporative characteristics of the
materials once formulated, which when combined with
rheological data would provide an indicator of manufacturing capability. TGA analysis was carried out by a
Perkin Elmer Pyris 1 analysis with a temperature ramp
to 500°C over a period of 1 h (8°C/min) in a nitrogen
atmosphere. This heating rate is an order of magnitude
slower than is experienced during the drying process
but was selected as this was the limit which could
produce repeatable results. The lower surface area-tovolume ratio of the sample placed in the TGA
compared to the printed film resulted in inconsistencies
between successive measurements at high heating rates
due to effects such as sample surface skinning and
splitting. During conventional drying, no such effects
are seen as there is higher surface area per unit volume
allowing more even and consistent drying. Continuation beyond the drying temperature was carried out in
order to estimate the ratio of carbon to binder in the
initial formulation. At 500°C, all solvent and resin
materials have been removed from the sample, leaving
only the carbon black and graphite materials. TGA
isotherms were carried out at 130 and 155°C as these
represented the mean and peak substrate temperature
experienced during the substrate passage through the
dryer.
Material rheology was carried out using a Brookfield
RS cone and plate viscometer operating through a
constant stress shear ramp from 5 to 500 Pa with 50
intermediate steps. TGA analysis of the material,
Fig. 1 and Table 1, shows that mass loss begins in
earnest around 100°C with the peak evaporation
between 154 and 178°C. The position of peak mass
loss (as defined by the minimum-dm/dT) is depicted in
Fig. 1b, and this consistently occurs prior to the solvent
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Fig. 1: TGA analysis of the four materials. A: 4-Hydroxy-4Methyl-2 Pentanone, B: P-Menth-1-En-8-ol (Terpineol),
C: 2-Butoxyethanol, D: 4-Hyrdroxy-4Methyl-2-Pentanone and P-Menth-1-En-8-ol (Terpineol)
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Table 1: Characteristics of the 4 materials as formulated
Solvents

Nominal solvent BP (°C)
Peak mass loss TGA (°C)
%Mass at
80°C
120°C
150°C
200°C
500°C

A
B
C
D
4-Hydroxy-4-Methyl-2 P-Menth-1-En-8-ol 2-Butoxyethanol 4-Hydroxy-4Methyl-2-Pentanone &
Pentanone
(Terpineol)
P-Menth-1-En-8-ol (Terpineol)
166
154

219
178

171
163

166 & 219
177

94%
74%
55%
40%
31%

97%
84%
73%
40%
31%

92%
72%
60%
40%
31%

95%
81%
71%
40%
31%

boiling point, although the difference between the
peak loss and boiling point varies between solvents. All
solvent is lost by 200°C leaving 40% solid material, and
a further 9% mass is lost as the binder is decomposed
by 500°C to 31%, resulting in a 3.44:1 conductive:binder mass ratio.
Isothermal TGA measurement at 130°C indicate
that all the solvent, given sufficient residence time,
from A, C, and D will evaporate to form a solvent free
solid film (asymptotic at 40%), while material B (the
terpineol-based material) does not achieve a steady
state within the 30-min period allotted, Fig. 2a. At
155°C, all materials reach an asymptotic 40% solids
content, A, C, and D within 5 min, while B attains the
40% asymptote at around 9 min.

Coating deposition
Each material was printed through four screens
(Table 2) in order to examine the role of film thickness
on the drying characteristics. The theoretical volume
represents the geometric free air volume available
within the mesh and is an indicator of film thickness
only.
Printing was carried out on an ATMA AT-25PA
screen printer with drying taking place in a 3m Thieme
conveyor tunnel dryer operating at 1.2 m/min (residence time of 2.5 min) and an air temperature of 155°C
(the maximum permitted substrate temperature). This
provides a favorable environment for substrate heating
and mass transfer from the coating, as air is impinged at
155°C to the surface from an array of holes. Multiple
passes were made through the tunnel dryer with
electrical characterization being carried out at each
intermediate stage on a cooled substrate. Five samples
were made and manufactured at each experimental
condition. Logged thermocouple traces were used to
measure transient substrate temperatures through the
dryer, Table 3. The conductive carbon materials were
printed to a 145 mm 9 145 mm 9 0.7 mm polymer-

coated steel (TATA ‘‘Prisma’’) substrate consisting of a
polyurethane topcoat deposited onto a layer of organic
primer atop a galvanized zinc on a steel substrate.
Film characterization
Dry film resistivity (q = Rs 9 t) was the primary
figure of merit used to compare the performance of
the materials. The sheet resistance element of this was
measured using a 4 point sheet resistance with 2 mm
electrode spacing, and the subsequent sheet resistance
was calculated using constants which reflect the geometric sizes being measured.26 Three measurements
were made on each of 5 substrates measured. Measurements for a given condition were ±1 X/sq. Dry film
thickness was measured using an Elcometer 456
measurement gauge with the thickness of the paint
and galvanized coating removed to provide reference
surface from which the conductive dry print film
thickness could be calculated. The substrate possessed
a regular embossed texture with an Ra of approximately 20 lm and a period of approximately 2 mm
which was felt could have an impact on film thickness
measurement. An initial hundred repeat measurements of the thickness from polyurethane reference
surface to steel substrate yielded a mean thickness of
60 lm with a standard error of 0.35 lm. This standard
deviation was mostly attributed to the embossed
surface topology of the substrate, and as a result, 20
multiple measurements were taken of the reference
surface and printed surface on each sample to reduce
uncertainty yielding confidence of ±0.6 lm.

Results
The presentation of the results will examine the role of
the solvent on the curing characteristics of the printed
film followed by examination of the role of solvent on
key process consistency.
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Fig. 2: TGA isotherms at specified temperatures of 130 and 155°C

Table 2: Screens used to dictate film thickness
Notation

32-100 61-64 90-48 110-34

Mesh ruling (threads/cm)
Thread diameter (lm)
Mesh aperture size (lm)
Theoretical volume (cm3/m2)

32
100
209
73

61
64
90
30

90
48
55
19

110
34
54
19

Table 3: Temperature/time characteristics for a single
pass through the dryer
Temperature (oC)
50
100
130
140

Time at or above temperature (s)
140
120
106
84

Drying characteristics
Once completely dried, sheet resistance values between 46 and 14 X/sq. were obtained with film thicknesses between 6 and 16 lm, Fig. 3. There is some
variation between material film thickness when printed
through the identical screen. This could partly be
associated with minor differences in rheological behavior between the materials caused by the solvent and
partially due to the topological variations in the
underlying surface. For this reason, further reporting
of the data is carried out in terms of resistivity where
film thickness variations are normalized. The sheet
resistance generally follows a 1/thickness relationship
with reduced sheet resistance as film thickness increases.
The impact of drying on the conductivity is best
illustrated by examining the resistivity for each material residence time at or above 130°C (the mean
substrate temperature experienced by the samples
during the passage through the dryer). Increasing
residence time reduces the resistivity, and this reduction is more pronounced for the thicker films, Fig. 4a.
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The effect of residence time is relatively insignificant
for the thinner film thickness (finer meshes), Figs. 4c
and 4d; thus, complete cure can be guaranteed within a
single pass through the dryer (residence time at 130°C
of 106 s). For the thickest film (produced by the 32–
100 screens), a plateau resistivity is not achieved within
500 s residence time at 130°C. Material B consistently
provides the highest resistivity.
It is postulated that the faster drying rate observed
with the lower BP solvents results in a greater internal
tension across the upper layers of the film as the film is
forced to contract at an increased rate. This internal
tension leads to greater compressive force between the
conductive particles. The compression leads to a
greater particle/particle surface contact improving the
percolation pathway, which subsequently aids charge
transfer between the particles. Changes in carbon/
polymer resistance have been utilized previously in
order to develop thin film force sensors,27,28 and thus,
its impact post cure is established. Higher BP solvents
with longer drying times allow reorganization of the
conductive particle/polymer/solvent structure which
seeks to reduce these inherent stresses in the film.24
The lower internal tension reduces the intimate contact
between conductive particles, and therefore, higher
resistances are obtained.
The net effect of the mesh used on the final cured
plateau resistivity is shown in Fig. 5a, where the
absolute final resistivity remains approximately constant for a given material, irrespective of the mesh
being used, although there is a small increase in mean
resistivity obtained with the finest mesh 110-34. Possible filtering action of the finer mesh is not the source of
this difference as the mesh opening is approximately
equal as is the available volume available to transfer to
the substrate, Table 2. The slight increase in resistivity
with the 110-34 was therefore attributed to deviations
in film surface topology which can present themselves
as variations in measured film thickness.29 The change
in resistivity (as defined by the change in resistivity
between 1st dryer pass and stabilized resistivity) shows
that the thinnest film achieves its stable resistivity
within one pass, while thicker films (32/100) have a
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significant way to achieve their stable resistivity, Fig. 5
b.
The effect of film thickness on the degree of cure (as
defined by the change in resistance between the first
dryer pass and stabilized resistance) shows that
increasing film thickness increases the resistance
change non-linearly, Fig. 6. Thus, increasing film
thickness in order to reduce final sheet resistance can
result in a significant penalty in terms of drying time.
There may be instances when depositing multiple thin
layers to achieve a given target sheet resistance is more
productive than depositing a single thick film.
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Fig. 3: Sheet resistance/film thickness relationship for the
materials through each of the 4 screens

The choice of solvent also impacts the process consistency through two primary mechanisms of solvent
absorption into the squeegee (which softens the
squeegee) and evaporation during processing, which
leads to viscosity increases. In order to assess the role
of the solvent on the performance of the squeegee,
lengths were placed in 10 mm depth of each material
for 3 h. These lengths were then mounted in the printer
and used immediately after printing substrate using a
fresh, ‘‘dry’’ control squeegee.17 The net effect of
squeegee exposure to the solvent was negligible for all
the materials, Fig. 7, with the exception of material B,
which produced a relatively small 3.5 X/sq. increase in
sheet resistance. This is in contrast to that observed
previously17 in that solvent absorption into the
squeegee caused softening and subsequent increases
in film thickness (and hence a reduction in sheet
resistance).
Potential solvent loss during processing was first
examined by isothermal TGA simulations at 25°C,
Table 4. These values represent a relative measure of
solvent loss and should not be taken as an indicator of
mass loss in the machine over the production period as
there is a significant variation in the sample mass/surface area ratio and air conditions between the TGA
and printing environment.
In order to further investigate whether the evaporation of the solvent during printing would adversely
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affect the consistency of the process, the effect of
solvent evaporation on material rheology was examined. Samples of material were allowed to evaporate
naturally at room temperature, and the viscosity and
mass loss were measured at regular intervals. This was
carried out until the material was considered to be
beyond the rheological limits of the screen printing
process (typically up to 3% solvent loss). From this, it
was possible to examine changes in rheological behavior due to solvent loss. All materials exhibit pseudoplastic behavior with viscosities of around 200 Pas at
low shear plateauing viscosity to between 6 and 11 Pas
at shear rates above 300 s 1, Fig. 8a. The highest
viscosities were obtained with the terpineol based
materials. Solvent loss produces a near linear increase
in viscosity for each of the materials, Fig. 8b. The
gradient of solvent loss to viscosity change is approximately equal for each material at a shear rate of
100 s 1. This relationship was observed throughout the
shear rate range measured, with the exception of low
shear below 10 s 1 where instrument sensitivity became an issue. Each material therefore undergoes
approximately the same change in viscosity as it loses
solvent, although the rate at which solvent is lost for
materials A and C (more volatile solvents) is faster.
The increased evaporation rate would be countered
with lower initial viscosities, thereby providing a longer
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Table 4: Isothermal TGA measurements for 25 min at
25°C for each material

Mass loss %

A

B

C

D

2.28

1.02

2.79

1.84

period of time where the critical maximum process
viscosity would be reached.
Having investigated the physical changes which may
lead to process consistency issues, the net effect of
these solvent factors was established by producing a
short pilot run. In all, 50 samples were manufactured
through the 90-48 mesh at a rate of 2 samples/min. This
relatively slow production rate, and the large surface
area open to the atmosphere during printing was
chosen to produce conditions beneficial for solvent
loss. Each was subjected to a dryer residence time of
900 s, ensuring complete cure for all materials. New
squeegees were used for each material, and the
laboratory was kept at a constant 20°C and 70%
humidity. The sheet resistance was measured every five
prints. The largest absolute variation (from the first
print) for all the materials remain within a variation of
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±2 X/sq. for the entirety of the sample manufacturing
run, Fig. 9, although there is no overall trend in
resistance change through the pilot run.
Within the limits of the sample manufacturing run
examined, there is no clear evidence that the relatively
volatile nature of the material causes an increase in
process variation. Thus, there may be further scope for
utilizing a more volatile solvent, which would improve
drying rate without a penalty in process consistency.

Discussion
It was postulated that the improved material resistivity
observed with lower BP solvents was due to the
increased film stressing associated with more rapid
solvent loss which compresses the conductive particles.
No clear evidence for this was observed during SEM
and optical inspection of the film. The dense particulate and optical nature of the film does not allow
optical stress of the film to be readily measured.
Similarly, the rigid nature of the substrate does not
allow its measurement by substrate curvature. In order

to examine whether the film stress could be evaluated,
the highest and lowest boiling point solvent materials
were coated to a 38-lm heat stabilized PET substrate
and cured at 130°C. The stress in the lower BP film is
sufficient to delaminate the coating and produce a
distinct curled free film, while the higher BP coating
remains adhered and flat on the substrate, Fig. 10.
Thus, the internal stress within the film is sufficient to
overcome the adhesive forces of the coating to the
substrate and cause a permanent change in film form.
While this does not provide a correlation between the
solvent BP and the induced stress, it provides qualitative evidence that a differential film stress exists. Given
the conductivity effects shown previously, there is
some verification of the hypothesis that the lower BP
solvents induce higher conductivity through increased
film stress. Further work is planned on providing a
quantitative correlation.
The study has examined films with a dry film
thickness of greater than 5 lm and has examined the
macrochanges in conductivity with respect to stepwise
increases in residence time (as set by the number of
passes through the dryer). Measurement of the evolution of conductivity through the wet film during the
initial drying would be beneficial in understanding the
role that the heating rate and solvent evaporation rate
have on the conductivity of the final formed film.
The study has demonstrated that there is a drying
time penalty which has to be paid as the film thickness
is increased. Thus, where a high conductivity film is
required, a choice must be made between a single thick
coat or multiple thin coats. In such circumstances, the
benefit in conductivity from additional film thickness
needs to be balanced with additional drying time
requirements, and in many instances, it would be
beneficial to carry out multiple thin film printing and
drying processes to optimize productivity. Using the
data generated in the study, a model was created which
related the total processing time to the primary final
film specification of sheet resistance. This assumed a
total printing and unloading operational time of 70 s, a
drying time of 150 s and that the sheet resistance
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(a) Lowest BP

(b) Highest BP

Fig. 10: A comparison of samples coated to PET depicting the film stress which is sufficient to delaminate the coating to
form a free standing curled film
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Fig. 11: Process time evaluation for material C for a range
of sheet resistance

follows a 1/thickness relationship. These criteria were
applied to the most conductive material in the study
(C), and the results of this analysis are shown in
Fig. 11. It should be noted that the sheet resistance is
only available at nominated integer number of layers
and not the values between successive layers. Under all
sheet resistivity values, the multiple deposition of thin
layers provides a shorter processing time than that
achieved with a single printing action and multiple
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drying stages. Thus, from a purely processing time
viewpoint, it is beneficial to utilize high multiple
printing processes in order to reduce the overall drying
time. In practice, other factors may alter this strategy.
These include cost and availability of the semi-skilled
labor required for printing, process yields (where
reductions are often seen in the printing process and
seldom in the drying process), and availability of dryers
facilitating longer residence times. A longer residence
time would reduce the number of individual drying
steps required for the thicker films but would do little
to improve the thinner films which pass through a
portion of the dryer in a fully dried state; thus, a
portion of their processing time would be wasted. In
addition, the impact of ink drying in the screen is likely
to be higher with finer meshes as they would be more
sensitive to the dried ink limiting the passage of ink
through the screen.
Although no correlation was found between solvent
volatility and process variation during a short 50-sheet
pilot manufacturing run, processes occurring over
longer timescales may have an impact on product
quality, and further work should examine process
variations due to solvent volatility over a longer
timescale. This should also address more hostile
operating conditions which may be experienced in
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practice compared to the controlled 20°C under which
the present study was carried out.
The study has direct impact for future manufacturing upscaling of glass-based perovskite PV where
carbon is being considered as an electrode. The
temperature sensitivity of the functional photonic
layers30 limits the thermal loading which can be
imparted into the device, and as such, the choice of
solvent, film thickness, and its subsequent conductivity
will have a direct impact on the device efficiency.

Conclusions
An experimental study has been carried out on the
relationship between solvent properties and the drying
and electrical characteristics of a screen printable conducting carbon/graphite ink. The solvent plays a
dominant role in the time required for drying and also
plays an important role in determining the final
resistivity of the cured film. It is postulated that this
is a result of the stresses induced during the drying
process which creates greater contact between the
conductive particles in the cured film. The study has
shown that the choice of a low volatility solvent has no
detrimental effect on process consistency, either by
solvent absorption into the squeegee or by evaporation
leading to drying of the ink in the screen. The results
indicate that, for the manufacturing speeds examined,
multiple thinner films provided a more productive
means of manufacture compared to a single thick film.
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